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Abstract

Symmetry and homogene1ty constra1nts are 1mposed stochast1cally 1n

a system of cost share equat1ons. Th1s 1s done us1ng both m1xed

1nformat1on and h1erarch1cal representat1ons. The approaches are

compared 1n a Monte Carlo study and us1ng data from U.S. manufac

tur1ng.



I Introduction

Economic theory often implies constraints on the parameters of a set

of behav10ral equations, both within and across equations. Obvious

examples are homogeneity and symmetry constraints in demand systems.

To obtain estimates consistent with the behav10ral assumption, these

constraints should be imposed in estimation. Alternatively, one may

want to test the constraints by estimating the model in both

constrained and unconstrained form. There are, however, some reasons

for allowing the constraints not to hold exactly. first of all, the

type of data usually available e.g. in demand or cost studies is

rather aggregate and hence the same constraints that hold for micro

units may no longer hold. Hence, testing the constraints or imposing

them exactly may be 1nappropr1ate. 2)

Second, the opt1m1z1ng behav10r that leads to the parameter

constraints may be imperfect. A common justification for adding an

error term in behavioral equations is optimization errors, which lead

to first-order conditions for the optimum not to hold exactly. By the

same token, one may want to treat the parameter constraints stochast1c

due to optimization errors. Third, varying the a priori strictness of

the constraints allows us to study how fragile the results are to

imposition of the constraints and hence, how useful the point

estimates are. 3) finally, we may note that some recent work has

shown that the standard tests may be biased towards rejecting

hypotheses on parameter constraints in large demand systems. 4)
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Stochast1c prior information of parameter values and constraints has

been taken into account in the work on consumer demand systems where

occasionally The11-Goldberger (1961) mixed estimation has been used

(e.g. Paulus (1975». K1efer (1977), on the other hand, used the

hierarchical model to impose constraints stochast1cally in a demand

system. K1efer ' s approach has been used in a cost function context by

11makunnas (1985) who also estimated underlying second-stage

parameters and in Tsurum1. Wago and Ilmakunnas (1985). For the

first-stage parameters the constraints hold stochast1cally. whereas in

the second stage they are exact.

The purpose to this paper is to compare the mixed and hierarchical

approaches for specifying parameter constraints, using estimation of a

cost share system as an example. We will study how the demand and

substitution elast1c1t1es change when the a priori strictness of the

constraints is changed. In a Monte Carlo study we compare the

approaches in terms of the mean squared errors of the estimated

parameters.
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11 The model and the est1mat1on methods

In th1s sect10n we w1ll br1efly descr1be the model stud1ed and the

alternat1ve ways of lmposlng the constra1nts. We cons1der the

est1matlon of a KLEM translog un1t cost funct10n

(1 )

where C 1s average total cost and w1 (1=K,L,E,M) 1s the prlce of

1nput 1. By Shephard's lemma we obta1n a system of cost share equat10ns

1=K,L,E,M. (2)

The followlng llnear parameter constra1nts are 1mplled by the

propertles of cost funct1ons:

( 5)

( 4)

( 3)

(addlng:"'up)

(homogeneHy)

(symmetry)Slj = Sjl

Ea, = 1
1 ~

~S1j = 0

Ea, = 1
1

ES = 0
1 lj

In addH1on, 1nequallty constra1nts are 1mplled by the concav1ty and

monoton1clty of cost functlons. We w1ll, however, not conslder the

latter constra1nts in this paper s1nce they cannot be expressed as

llnear equalltles. The trad1tlonal stochastlc speclflcatlon of the

model 1s to add an error term to (2) to reflect optlmlzatlon errors.
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Due to the adding-up constraint the system is singular; hence the

materials share equation is dropped. The vector of errors of the

remaining three equations is assumed to be normally

distributed with zero vector mean and covariance matrix LeI.

The constraints (3) and (4) can be imposed stochastically in two

different ways. Define the T x 5 data matrix X with t -th row

(l.lnwKt • lnwLt • lnwEt • lnwMt ) and a 1 x 3T vector of cost shares yl =

(SK1 •...• SET). Finally define a 1 x 15 vector of parameters SI =

(cxK,SKK,SKL,SKE,SKM·cxL'··· ,SEM)'

The unconstrained cost share system can be written as

y = (IBX)S + e e'UN(O,L:BI) ( 6)

In the mixed approach we specify the constraints in equation

RS = u (7)

where R is a 6 x 15 matrix. The constraints have the form SKL - SLK = u1,

and hence E(SKL - SLK) = O. etc. The mixed estimator of S is. assuming ~

2and oR known,

(8)

Mixed estimation has been criticized by Bayesians (e.g. Zellner

(1975). Swamy and Mehta (1983» on the grounds that R is considered

fixed although u is stochastic in (7). One can. however, give the
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method a Bayes1an 1nterpretat10n (e.g. The1l (1971), pp. 670-2), us1ng

(7) as the pr10r d1str1but10n of the parameters.

In the h1erarch1cal approach, (6) 1s treated as a f1rst-stage model.

Its parameters S depend on hyperparameters y through the second-stage

model, wh1ch can be 1nterpreted as a pr10r d1str1but10n of .S 1n a

Bayes1an approach:

S=Qy+v vvN(O,rn (9)

where Q 1s a 15 x 9 matr1x such that RQ = 0 (see Evans and Patterson

(198S» and y 1s a 9 x 1 vector. y can depend on th1rd-stage

parameters, but here d1ffuse pr10r information on y is assumed. The

parameter constraints hold for the expectation of a linear combination

of elements of Y. For example, SKL = Y3 + v3 and SLK = Y3 + v7;

hence ESKL = ES LK = EY3· Similarly, SKM = -Y2 - Y3 - Y4 + Vs

and ESKM = E(-Y2 - Y3 -Y4) = E(-SKK - SKL - SKE) etc. Because of

the parameter restrictions, only nine second-stage parameters are needed.

Assuming that E and n are known it can be shown, (see Ilmakunnas

(1985)) that Sand y are normally distributed with means respectively,

(10)

and

(11 )
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-1where b = (I~(X'X) X1)y is the OLS estimate of S. An alternative

form for bQ is, using the lemma in Smith (1973),

(12)

which shows that b is a weighed average of the OLS estimate band
g

the second-stage estimates g.

The hierarchical model was originally suggested by L1ndley and Smith

(1912) and Smith (1913) in a Bayes1an framework, where (9) is treated

as the prior probability distribution of the parameters S. However,

the method can also be given a sampling theoretic interpretation

(Ha1tovsky (1919».

The hierarchical model is also closely related to random coefficient

models. They are often used in cross-section models or in pooling to

control for heteroscedast1c1ty. Swamy's (1970) random coefficient

model corresponds in the L1ndley-Sm1th approach to within-equation

exchangeability of the parameters, i.e. the parameter vectors of

different cross-sectional equations have the same mean vector. L1ndley

and Smith (1912) also discuss within-equation exchangeability, i.e.

the parameters of an equation have the same mean. They show this to be

similar to ridge regression estimation. The approach suggested by

K1efer (1911) and followed here is a variant of the model where

exchangeability is introduced only through the constraints on the

parameters.
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Compar1son of (8) and (la) shows that 1n both cases the est1mate of 8

g1ves d1fferent values for 8,j and Sj1' reflect1ng the stochast1c

nature of the symmetry constra1nt. On the other hand, the h1erarch1cal

approach g1ves, 1n add1t1on, second-stage parameters Y. As

second-stage est1mates of the cost funct10n parameters we can

therefore use the vector Qg, where constra1nts (3) and (4) hold.

The cho1ce between the two approaches depends partly on what 1s

assumed to be stochast1c 1n the model and on how much pr10r

1nformat10n of the parameter values 1s ava11able. In the m1xed model,

as presented 1n (7), the stochast1c1ty 1s restr1cted to the

constra1nts. The parameters themselves are not exp11c1tly stochast1c.

In part1cular, the parameters that do not appear 1n the constra1nts,

1.e. the als. are non-stochast1c. If they are made stochast1c, we have

to spec1fy pr10r means by add1ng a vector r 1n the r1ght hand s1de of

(7) and mod1fy1ng R accord1ngly. In contrast, 1n the h1erarch1cal

model (9) all parameters are exp11c1tly stochast1c, 1.e. they have

the1r own error terms. If we had pr10r 1nformat10n on the means of the

parameters. we could replace some of the elements of Y by the a priori

values. However, 1f no a pr10r1 values are ava1lable, we can est1mate

parameters Y us1ng (11). In the m1xed model th1s 1s not poss1ble. In

th1s sense the h1erarch1cal model 1s more flex1ble 1n represent1ng

parameter stochast1c1ty.

A problem w1th both approaches 1s the spec1f1cat10n of the pr10r

covar1ances of the parameters. 1.e. the off-d1agonal terms of ~ and ~.

In the emp1r1cal part of th1s paper we study the sens1t1v1ty of the

est1mates when ~ + 0 and ~ + o. Th1 s 1seas1er to do H we assume the

covar1ance matr1ces to be d1agonal. In any case. the results would be
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dominated by the diagonal elements of the matrices. We therefore

assume 1n the rema1nder of the paper that ~ = o~I and ~ =

20QI. Equat10ns (8), (10) and (11) become, respectively.

( 13)

and

(14 )

(15)

In what follows we will compare the two approaches using data for U.S.

manufactur1ng from Berndt and Wood (1975), 1ett1ng oR and 0Q

vary and see1ng how the estimated bR' bQ and Qg behave.

Eventually, when oR and 0Q approach zero both bR and bQ will

converge to estimates w1th exact constraints (Brook and Wallace

(1973), Ilmakunnas (1985)). In the other extreme, when oR and 0Q

approach inf1nity, bR and bQ converge to the unconstra1ned OLS

estimates.

In this sense the estimators are somewhat sim1lar to the ridge

regress10n est1mator. In ridge regression all parameters are shrunk

towards zero. Here, however, not all parameters shr1nk s1nce the

-1matrices I-Q(Q'Q) Q' and R'R have some zero rows. Also, the

shr1nking happens towards the constra1ned est1mates, not towards zero.
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Analogously to ridge regression, the use of the proposed estimators

can be justified by the possibility of studying the stability of the

estimates. In ridge regression this happens along the ridge trace.

Here stability of bQ, Qg and bR when 0 Q or oR is changed gives

an indication of how reliable any point estimates may be. However, the

obtained estimates need not be superior to the unconstrained OLS

estimates or the exactly constrained estimates by the mean squared

error criterion, since the MSE properties of the hierarchical

estimates depend on the true, but unknown parameter values (Smith

(1973»; this is again similar to ridge regression (see e.g. Judge et

al. (1980), ch. 12.6). Below we compare the MSE properties of the

estimators in a Monte Carlo study. In any case, introducing exact or

stochastic constraints leads to more efficient estimates than

unconstrained OLS (see e.g. Anderson (1973».

We can also estimate 0Q, and fr together with the other parameters as

is done in Kiefer (1977) and Ilmakunnas (1985). In this case the

estimate of a is

;~ = 6 1(I_Q(Q'Q)-1 Q' )S/15

The estimate of ~; is

A

L = (Y-XB)'(Y-XB)/T

(16)

(17)

where Y is a T x 3 matrix with t-th row (SKt,SLt,SEt) and B is

a 5 x 3 matrix with typical row (SKi,SLi,SEi)' i = K,L,E,M. The

estimators are obtained by iterating the equation system (14), (15),

(16), and (17) until convergence. The variances (16) and (17) are the
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modal estimates suggested by Lindley and Smith (1972), using

noninformative priors for the variances. 5) Estimating the variance

of the parameters rather than fixing it a priori may make more sense

when a random parameter model is used for pooling time series and

cross section data, as e.g. in Swamy (1970), Smith (1973) and Trivedi

(1980). However, it would be interesting to see in our simulation

experiment whether we obtain an estimate of 0Q which is close to the

value which is used for generating the data.
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III Results of the Monte Carlo comparison

We compared the estimators in a Monte Carlo study. The data used was

that in Berndt and Wood (1975). first we obtained estimates of the

parameters of the model, S and ~, using the iterative Zellner method

with symmetry and homogeneity constrained. In each replication three

series of normally distributed random variables were generated, which
"have zero mean vector and covariance matrix L. A fourth series of

normal random variables was used for generating random parameters,
A 6)

which have S as their mean. The error vector of the parameters is

distributed as N(O,I02); 02 was given different values. Given the

input price data, these random variables were used for generating new

data of cost shares. This design corresponds to the hierarchical

model. Since the parameters are stochastic, so are the constraints. As

discussed above, the mixed model is more difficult to interpret as a

random coefficient model.

for each value of 02 we made 100 replications. In each case we

estimated the model with the hierarchical approach, the mixed

approach, unconstrained OLS and with exact constraints, all

conditionally on ~. We compared the estimators in terms of mean

squared errors (MSE). To save space, we do not report the MSEs of all

15 parameters. In Tables 1-4 the following symbols are used: "X»Y"

implies that for all the parameters estimator Y leads to a smaller MSE

than estimator X. "X>Y" implies that for all the parameters Y has

smaller or equal MSE than X. "X (» Y" denotes a case where for at

most 4 parameters Y has larger MSE than X and at least for 8

parameters X has larger MSE than Y. We interpret all these three
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cases to g've ev'dence that V 'S 'n MSE sense a "better" est'mator

than X. F'nally, 'n all other cases we use notat'on "X ~ V". These

are 'nterpreted as 'nconclus've cases.

When the true o's zero, '.e. the parameters are nonstochast'c and

have exact constra'nts, the MSEs for the other est'mators tend to be

larger than for the exactly constra'ned est'mator. The MSEs increase

w,th the value of oR and 0Q' For a g'ven oR = 0Q' the m'xed

approach tends to have smaller MSE than the f'rst stage h'erarch'cal

est'mator.

When the true ° 's 'ncreased to .001 or .01, us'ng oR or 0Q equal

to the true value tends to lead to a smaller MSE than other values of

OR or 0Q' as could be expected. However, when ° 1s , ncreased to .1,

us1ng the true value does not necessar1ly lead to smaller MSE. Only

'n the case of second-stage h'erarch'cal est'mates 's there a clear

'mprovement. It can also be seen that the second-stage est1mates are

better than the constra'ned ones for a w'de range of values of 0Q

when the true ° 's large. Th's holds to some extent for the other

est'mators, too. For large values of ° even unconstra'ned OLS

est'mates have smaller MSE than the exactly constra'ned ones.

In sum, we could say that 1f the parameters are not stochast'c, us'ng

h'erarch'cal or m'xed approach g'ves worse est'mates, judged by MSE.

If the parameters are stochast1c and the'r var'ance 'S relat'vely

large, there are values of 0Q and oR wh'ch lead to better

est'mates than treat'ng the parameters nonstochast'c. F'nally, for
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large enough true ° there 1s a w1de range of values of 0Q and oR

wh1ch lead to MSE 1mprovements over the constra1ned est1mates.

We made some exper1ments w1th the 1terative approach. ° was est1mated,
A

but L was f1xed at L, the covariance matr1x of the constra1ned share

system. Due to memory s1ze l1mitat1ons in the program used, only 25

rep11cat1ons were made. When ° = .1, the mean value of &1n the 25

rep11cat1ons was .06. W1th ° = .01 or smaller, the mean of awas

pract1cally zero. Therefore 1t appears that there 1s a tendency for °
to be underest1mated, wh1ch dim1n1shes the usefulness of the 1terat1ve

method.
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IV An application

We used the estimators discussed above for estimating the model with

the Berndt-Wood data on cost shares and input prices, conditionally
A 2 2

on L and given values of oR and 0Q'

In tables 5 and 6 we present Allen cross elasticities of substitution.

These are given by the formula AES1j = (61j + SiSj)/SiSj. As cost
2 2shares we used sample mean shares. The values of oR and 0Q used were

-kla (k=0, ... ,8).

When k=O and o~ = o~ = 1, the elast1c1ties were the same as those

obta1ned from unconstrained OLS est1mates. On the other hand, for the

highest values of k (and smallest values of o~ and O~) shown, the

elast1c1t1es were the same as w1th constra1nts 1mposed exactly. For

these small and large values of o~ and o~ the mixed and h1erarchical

approaches lead to the same results. In the 1ntermed1ate range where

the most dramat1c changes 1n the elast1c1t1es take place, the m1xed

est1mates seem to converge more rap1dly toward the constra1ned

est1mates. The ma1n pattern of change 1s, however, the same.

Var1at10ns 1n the second-stage elast1c1t1es are smoother, but some

elast1c1t1es st111 show large changes 1n the same range of o~

where the f1rst-stage elast1c1t1es vary the most.

We can also 1nspect the d1fferent elast1c1t1es obta1ned for a given

value of k. The second-stage est1mates can then be used as a

comprom1se 1f one needs a p01nt est1mate. Also, as shown 1n sect10n

Ill, they can lead to MSE 1mprovement 1f the variance of the

parameters 1s large. Table 6 clearly shows that 1n general the
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second-stage elast1c1t1es do not l1e at the m1dp01nt between the

f1rst-stage elast1c1t1es. Another 1nterest1ng result 1s that 1n some

cases the elast1c1t1es obta1ned cover both pos1t1ve and negat1ve

values, 1.e. both subst1tutab1l1ty and complementar1ty of the 1nputs.

The range of values 1s espec1ally large 1n the case of cap1tal and

energy. Th1s 1s 1nterest1ng 1n the l1ght of the controversy about

energy-cap1tal complementar1ty (e.g. Berndt and Wood (1979». A w1de

var1at10n 1n an elast1c1ty when the str1ctness of the constra1nts 1s

t1ghtened should decrease our conf1dence on any part1cular est1mate

obta1ned s1nce th1s reflects weak data 1nformat1on. Hence we should

perhaps not reject r1ght away the poss1b1l1ty of subst1tutab111ty

between cap1tal and energy, s1nce the1r complementar1ty partly results

from the 1mpos1t10n of symmetry. For large 0~ the second-stage

elast1c1t1es, too, 1mply energy-cap1tal subst1tutab1l1ty. Another

1nterest1ng result 1s the change 1n the relat10nsh1p of energy and

mater1als from complementar1ty to subst1tutab1l1ty when a~ 1s

decreased.

We also calculated own pr1ces elast1c1t1es of demand, g1ven by E, =
2 2AES

"

.S

"

where AES11 = (S11 + 51 - 5, )/51• The var1a-

t10n 1n these elast1c1t1es was much less than 1n the Allen

elast1c1t1es of subst1tut10n; therefore we report only the pa1r of

elast1c1t1es correspond1ng to k=O and k=8. In the case of EK th1s

was (-.17, -.39), for El (-.49, -.45), for EE (-.09, -.55) and for

EM (-.13, -.22). The pr1ce elast1c1ty of energy 1s hence the most

sens1t1ve to the str1ctness of the constra1nts. These ranges were the

same for m1xed and h1erarch1cal models.
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We also est1mated the cost share system us1ng the 1terat1ve procedure

descr1bed 1n sect10n 11. The convergence cr1ter1on used was that

changes 1n the elements of B were at most .0001 from prev10us

1terat1on. Th1s led to elast1c1t1es equal to those 1n the last columns

(k=8) 1n Table 6. wh1ch would 1mply exact constra1nts. Th1s result has

to be taken w1th some reservat1on. s1nce the Monte Carlo exper1ments

1n the prev10us sect10n showed that the 1terat1ve method may be b1ased

towards g1v1ng too low values of 0.

For the sake of compar1son. we tested the constra1nts w1th a

trad1t1onal l1ke11hood rat10 test. The test stat1st1c. -2logA, where A

1s the rat10 of l1ke11hood funct10ns w1th and w1thout constra1nts, 1s

11.68. Th1s 1s above the cr1t1cal value, 10.6, of the X2

d1str1but1on w1th 6 degrees of freedom at the 10 percent s1gn1f1cance

level but below the cr1t1ca1 value at the 5 percent level, 12.6. Hence

the constra1nts are only marg1nally accepted. 7) Studying the sensitivity

of the estimates to the imposition of the constraints seems therefore

worthwhile.
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IV Conclus1ons

The purpose of th1s paper has been to compare d1fferent approaches to

1mpos1ng parameter constra1nts stochast1cally 1n a cost funct10n

model. Monte Carlo ev1dence suggests that 1f the parameter constra1nts

are 1ndeed stochast1c w1th a large enough var1ance, mean squared error

can be decreased by adopt1ng a m1xed or a h1erarch1cal approach to

est1mat1ng the model. In an app11cat1on w1th the Berndt-Wood (1975)

data 1t appears that cap1tal-energy subst1tutab1l1ty 1s clearly a

poss1b1l1ty 1f the parameters and hence the constra1nts are treated as

stochast1c. In contrast, when the constra1nts are f1xed,

energy-cap1tal complementar1ty 1s found.

G1ven d1fferent pr10r str1ctness of the parameter constra1nts we

obta1n a range of elast1c1t1es. It seems useful to report the whole

range so that the reader can judge whether the p01nt est1mates are too

sens1t1ve to the 1mpos1t10n of the constra1nts to be useful e.g. 1n

mak1ng forecasts of 1ndustr1al demand for energy or of subst1tut10n

between 1nputs follow1ng changes 1n relat1ve 1nput pr1ces.
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Table 1: MSE compar1son, 0=0

r~
Mixed, « Mixed, « Mixed, «
oR = .001 oR = •01 oR = .1

(<) < <

CJGLS~ «) 1st stage, « 1st stage, « 1st stage, « OLS » CJGLS
0Q = .001 0Q = .01 0Q = .1

~<)
> > >
< < <

2nd stage, « 2nd stage, « 2nd stage, >
<

0Q = .001 0Q = .01 0Q = .1

Note: M1 xed = m1xed regress10n est1mates

1st stage = h1erarch1cal model, 1st stage est1mates

2nd stage = h1erarch1cal model, 2nd stage est1mates

OLS = ord1nary least squares

CJGLS = constra1ned jo1nt genera11zed least squares

» = all parameter est1mates have larger MSE

> = all parameter estimates have larger or equal MSE

(» = for at most 4 parameter est1mates MSE 1s smaller
and for at least 8 parameter est1mates MSE 1s larger

~ = 1nconclus1ve
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Table 2: MSE compar1son. ° = .001

( >
~

I < M1xed. ( <) M1xed. « Mixed. «

° .001 oR = .01 °R = .1I R
I

> « «)<

CJGLS > 1st stage. « 1st stage, « 1st stage, « OLS » CJGLS<

° = .001 ° = .01 ° .1
Q Q Q

> > >< < <
> 2nd stage, « 2nd stage, « 2nd stage, >
< <

0Q = .001 0Q = .01 ° - 1Q - .

Note: see Table 1
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Table 3: MSE compar1son. a = .01

CJGLS

I
I

~ OLS ~

Mhed, <
a
R

= .1

<

1st stage, <
a
Q

= .1

(»

2nd stage, «)
a

Q
= .1

( <)

«)

M1xed,
a - 01R - .

~

1st stage.
a
Q

= .01

(»

2nd stage, «)
a

Q
= .01

(»

(»Mhed,
a

R
= .001

»

1st stage.
a
Q

= •DOl

>
<

» 2nd stage, »
a

Q
z .001

>

CJGLS (»

Note: see Table 1
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Table 4: MSE compar1son. 0= .1

CJGLS »

>
<

>
<

2nd stage. «)
° = .1Q

><

«) f OLS «) CJGLS

>

Mhed.
° - 1R - •

~

1st stage,
° - 1Q - .

Mhed,
oR = .01

(»

1st stage.
0Q = .01

t~)

2nd stage. »
0Q = .01

Mhed, (»
oR = .001

(»

1st stage. (»
0Q = .001

><
» 2nd stage. »

0Q = .001

Note: see Table 1
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Table 5: A11en E1asticities of Substitution: The Mixed Approach

k=O 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8

AES KL -.69 -.61 -.41 .25 .80 .93 .91 .91 .91

AES LK 2.34 2.32 2.11 1.63 1.11 .98 .91 .91 .91

AES KE 11.40 11.23 15.11 9.14 .35 -2.11 -3.11 -3.14 -3.14

AES EK -1.44 -1.41 -1.68 -2.52 -3.23 -3.23 -3.15 -3.14 -3.14

AESKM .51 .56 .48 .25 .34 .44 .43 .43 .43

AESMK -.62 -.60 -.49 -.08 .30 .43 .43 .43 .43

AES LE 6.46 6.39 5.16 3.31 1.34 .19 .66 .65 .64

AES EL .22 .23 .35 .11 .95 .15 .66 .65 .64

AES LM .28 .21 .26 .29 .48 .51 .58 .58 .58

AESML .81 .81 .16 .60 .56 .51 .58 .58 .58

AES EM .51 .56 .51 .38 .52 .11 .84 .85 .85

AESME -4.03 -3.98 -3.53 -1.66 .23 .18 .85 .85 .85
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Table 6: A11en E1ast1c1t1es of Subst1tut1on: The H1erarch1ca1 Approach

k=O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

F1 rst stage

AESKL -.69 -.68 -.58 .01 .72 .90 .96 .97 .97

AES LK 2.34 2.33 2.24 1. 74 1.17 .95 .96 .97 .97

AESKE 17.40 17.30 16.36 10.94 2.39 -1.99 -2.99 -3.12 -3.14

AES EK -1.44 -1.46 -1.60 -2.38 -3.33 -3.45 -3.21 -3.15 -3.14

AESKM .57 .57 .53 .37 .31 .44 .44 .43 .43

AESMK -.62 -.61 -.54 -.17 .29 .45 .44 .43 .43

AES LE 6.47 6.42 6.01 3.81 1.52 1.04 .73 .65 .65

AESEL .22 .22 .29 .65 1.03 .92 .70 .65 .65

AES LM .28 .28 .29 .36 .49 .55 .58 .58 .58

AESML .82 .81 .79 .67 .56 .56 .58 .58 .58

AES EM .57 .56 .54 .44 .41 .63 .81 .85 .85

AESME -4.04 -4.00 -3.71 -2.08 -.06 .62 .82 .85 .85

Second stage

AES KL .97 .97 .98 1.00 .98 .92 .95 .97 .97

AESKE .35 .35 .33 .16 -1.10 -2.66 -3.08 -3.13 -3.14

AES KM .20 .20 .19 .17 .26 .43 .44 .43 .43

AES LE 2.99 2.98 2.84 2.11 1.33 1.02 .72 .65 .65

AES LM .37 .37 .38 .42 .50 .55 .58 .58 .58

AESMK -.29 -.29 -.25 -.01 .36 .66 .82 .85 .85
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footnotes

1) Pekka Ilmakunnas, Research Inst1tute of the f1nn1sh Economy,
Lonnrot1nkatu 4 B, Sf-00120 Hels1nk1, f1nland.

2) See d1scuss10n 1n K1efer (1977) and the references c1ted there. One
should also note that test1ng the constra1nts 1mp11ed by opt1m1z1ng
behav10r means test1ng the behav10ral assumpt10n. However, an
alternat1ve theory that 1ncludes absence of the constra1nts may not
ex1st; see Ph11ps (1976).

3) Learner and Leonard (1983) recommend analyz1ng the frag111ty of
est1mates, but use a d1fferent framework.

4) See the ser1es of papers by La1t1nen (1978), Me1sner (1979), Bera,
Byron and Jarque (1981), f1eb1g and The11 (1983) and The11 and
Rosalsky (1984).

5) The d1v1sor 1n (17) depends on whether one cons1ders the j01nt or
marg1nal modes of the parameters (see O'Hagan (1976)). We have used
the marg1nal modes and hence the d1v1sor T, s1nce th1s corresponds
more closely to max1mum 11ke11hood est1mat10n.

6) The errors were generated us1ng the random number generator 1n
TSP, vers10n 4.0. The error terms for the share equat10ns were

obta1ned as follows. Let c1, 1=1,2,~, be the generated N(0,1)
error terms and c = [~,S2,S3] so that E(s's) = I. We decomposed
the covar1ance matr1x to ~ = pIp where P 1s an upper tr1angular
matr1x. Postmult1ply ~ by P to obta1n new errors n = sP. It 1s easy
to see that E(n'n) = Eand vec(n) ~ N(0,f9I).

7) The references c1ted 1n footnote 4 may 1mply that s1nce there 1s a
tendency for the constra1nts to be rejected, the marg1nal
acceptance of the constra1nts 1n our case m1ght actually g1ve
fa1rly strong ev1dence for the constra1nts. However, 1n our case
the equat10n system 1s small and hence the b1as towards reject10n
should not bee too ser1ous.
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